
A few weeks ago, I told some of you about a message I had received from my

brother who has lived in Sweden for the past 22 years. He had just sent me a

photo from his phone showing the dashboard of his car and recording the

outside temperature as he was driving home. It was minus 26 degrees. I

replied that we had the same temperature value here, the only difference

being that there was a plus sign in front of ours! Philip, my brother, has no

problem with sub-zero temperatures. In fact, he says he prefers it to be minus

5 and below during the winter when the snow is on the ground. Driving

conditions are safer than when it is only at freezing point or just above, and the

snow also serves to brighten up the dark winter days. I know the long winter

darkness was a challenge for him when he first went to live in Sweden. It is no

surprise that many Scandinavians and Icelanders escape to the Canary Islands

at this time of year. If that includes anyone here today, we warmly welcome

you to our light days and wonderful winter sunshine. And I hope that light is

matched by the bright quality of our worship and our friendly resident

congregation.

Light is a source of great joy and hope. The image of light dominates our

Christmas and Epiphany worship themes. In our Gospel reading today,

Matthew, drawing on a familiar passage from Isaiah, compares the arrival of

Jesus on the scene to the coming of a great light to a people who had been

living in deep darkness. The personality and teaching of Jesus was truly a

source of light to all who accepted him, and it still is. The people who

encountered Jesus and accepted him found that they were no longer

oppressed or marginalised but set free, changed, healed, made new.

We heard today that among those who were drawn to his light and had their

lives changed as a result, were those who became his first disciples. The word

disciple has its roots in the Latin word for learner, and from it we get the word

discipline. A disciple is one who accepts the discipline required to learn.

Discipleship is something we carry and develop through life. Disciples are not

special people. Whether they are ordained or lay people, disciples are defined

by the simple fact that we follow a special person.

It was bunch of very ordinary people that Jesus called to be his first disciples.

Two pairs of brothers are named in our Gospel reading, all of them fishermen.

When Jesus invited them to join him, they did so at once. His remarkable



personality and the challenge he offered proved irresistible. It was an

adventure that changed their lives and would ultimately change history. Yet in

some ways their response was irresponsible. They gave themselves no time, it

seems, to reflect on the challenge or to count the cost.  They simply went.

It seems too, that they did not need entirely new skills for their new vocation.

The spiritual resources that every Christian needs do not invalidate or ignore

the life experiences, abilities, and interests that the individual disciple already

possesses. In fact, those things may be vital for the new life in the service of

Christ. Those skills in catching fish in the Sea of Galilee were now needed to

catch people. The fishermen would become fishers of men, or fishers of

people as we now prefer to call them, especially so as not confuse them with

vicious old men, as someone once thought they heard the reader say.

But one vicious man did eventually join this growing group of disciples. His

name was Saul of Tarsus. We will celebrate the feast of his conversion this

week (a day late), at our Thursday Eucharist at Los Gigantes. All the zeal and

energy, and Jewish theological knowledge that Saul had previously used to

oppose the new Christian movement, became the very equipment of the great

Christian leader and teacher who became Paul, the apostle to the nations.

God doesn’t call us to become something that we really can’t be. And we

don’t have to learn new skills or change job unless our new life and calling

leads to it. We don’t have to move up or down a step in the social ladder, nor

speak with a different accent, nor give up drinking beer. What we do need to

change are some old attitudes and habits, relate to people in a different way

than perhaps we once did, put away grudges and gripes and any behaviour that

involves not speaking or being hostile to someone. There are certainly no

options there. Many of the assumptions that may be normal in our culture or

upbringing will have to be reviewed and examined as to how valid or important

or desirable they are in the light of the gospel. But no one has to adopt a

pattern of life that is inappropriate for them in order to live as a follower of

Jesus Christ.

What we do have to be is faithful to him and persistent in following him. In the

process we remain who we are. But hopefully we become better at being who

we are, become more truly human. And there lies the difference, one we may



experience for ourselves but hopefully, also, one that others will notice. And

that’s hugely important. Because the bright light that Jesus brought into our

world is still here, but no one will notice it unless we who are followers of Jesus

continue to walk in it and reflect it.

Today, as always through our sharing in this Eucharist, Jesus renews his call, his

invitation, to us to do just that: to follow him, to walk in his light, to continue

to discover the peace, healing, and freedom that he offers; to grow in the true

life that God intended us to have and enjoy here and for ever. We come today

to renew our response to his call. When we do so faithfully, we enable our life

and calling to draw others to its light, and most important to the source of that

light, Jesus Christ, the light that enlightens everyone.


